Hot Tools
The Ultimate In Woodburning

Our Famous Woodburner
Our Bestselling Tool Since 1978
Woodburning is the delightful art of burning designs into wood. Introduced in 1978, the
Hot Tools’ Woodburner is regarded as the premier woodburner on the market today.
This tool is ideal for beginners as well as world-class plaque artists and award-winning
decoy carvers. The Woodburner features a lightweight, thin varnished wooden handle
that stays cool because the heating element is directly under the tip. This tool reaches
800°F in under two minutes and is available with a wide variety of specialty tips.

Features that work:
• Great for woodburning decoys
• Detailing and design
• Handle stays cool
• 13 specialty tips to choose from
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Hot Tools’ Woodburning Kit, Dial Temp, and Stand

Hot Tools’ Woodburning Kit
The complete woodburning kit contains a Woodburner,
Dial-Temp precision temperature controller, 13 different
specialty tips, and a stand. Also included is a finely sanded
basswood box with an iron-on transfer pattern that can be
burned on the lid of the box.

Dial Temp
Featuring a dial on top to adjust tip temperatures from 150°F to full heat, the DialTemp controller plugs into any grounded 115 VAC outlet and your tool plugs into the
Dial-Temp. It lets you set your own tip temperature.

Stand
The stand provides a handy resting place for any of our tools.
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Tips for the Woodburner
Made to Your Exacting Standards for Top Quality Work
Uses for the Woodburner Tips
Our wide selection of tip shapes lets you create precise lines and carve realistic feathers and markings. Here are some
suggested uses:
Standard: Makes straight lines and burns in veins on feathers for decoys.
Needle Point: Makes fine lines, dots, and burns holes and intricate details.
Button: Edges are perpendicular to the tip shaft, which makes it easier to reach under the neck or beak of a bird by
working at a 90-degree angle.
Circle: This tip is hollowed out to burn a circle with its edges and comes in three sizes.
Round: Round tips also come in three sizes and make a completely blackened circle, rather than an outlined circle.
Multigroove: This tip lets you burn veins and feathers on decoys and is available with 56 lines per inch for medium-size
songbirds and 44 lines per inch, which is ideal for larger birds and full-sized ducks.
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Lacquer Burn-In Knife
Repairs Wood Finishes with Ease
This wood repair knife comes with an 11/16” wide spatula shaped tip
for melting and smoothing lacquer sticks into scratched or gouged
wood finishes. Two other sized spatula tips are also available. Seven
different colored lacquer sticks are offered and can be mixed together
for additional color varieties.
Features that work:
• Repairs any wooden finish
• Spatula tips available in three sizes
• Handle stays cool
• Heats up quickly
• 7 colors offered in lacquer sticks
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Foil Transfer Tool
Use to Mark Books, Leather, Paper and More
This tool combines heat and light pressure to let you transfer lettering
from foils onto leather, vinyl, paper, cloth, and other materials. This
is an ideal way to create a permanent message. Gold, silver, blue,
green, and red rolls of foil are available.
Features that work:
• Both fine and broad tips included with the tool
• Easy transfer for permanent marking
• Allows excellent control in lettering
• Heats up quickly
• 5 colors offered in marking foils
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Stencil Maker
Easy to Learn, Easy to Handle
Heating up to 425°F in under a minute, the Stencil Maker features a
special bent tip that produces a fine, clean cut. Requiring very little
pressure, it leaves a beaded edge that resists tearing. Eliminates broken
knife blades, torn stencils, and tired fingers.
Features that work:
• Produces a fine beaded edge
• Little pressure required
• Handle stays cool
• Heats up quickly
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Heavy Duty Hot Knife
Hundreds of Uses for Cutting and Melting
Featuring a double-edged copper hot knife tip, this heavy duty hot knife
cuts and seals (creates a beaded edge) synthetics such as expandable
plastic sleeving, gasketing, sailcloth, indoor/outdoor carpet, and awnings.
The tips are resharpenable and slide on directly over the heating element.
Special Features:
• Cuts and seals synthetics
• Leaves a beaded edge
• Handle stays cool
• Heats up quickly
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Hot Tacking Tool

The Hot Tacking Tool gives you maximum control to spot tack photos
or artwork into position before placement into a heat press. Features a
smooth, curved, coated non stick blade.
Features that work:
• Spot tack photos or artwork
• Coated non stick blade
• Handle stays cool
• Heats up quickly
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Archival Tape Remover

The Archival Tape Remover will soften the adhesive from tape
when heated. You can then use the sharpened spatula-shaped
tip to get under the label or tape and peel it back. You may want
to use with the Dial-Temp so that you can control the heat, so as
not to scorch the paper or binding.
Features:
• Removes tape or labels from paper
• Cleans up old books or archives
• Heats up quickly
• Tips available in 3 sizes
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Specifications
Woodburner, Lacquer Burn-In Knife, Hot Tacking Tool, Foil Transfer Tool, Stencil Maker, and Archival Tape
Remover are 6 3/4” long overall. They have a 3 5/8” long tapered varnished wooden handle, and a 1 1/2” long
strain relief leading to a 64” long power cord. The shaft is .140” dia. by 1 9/16” long. The tips are 3/16” outside
diameter by approx. 2” long. The tools operate on 115 Volts and are also available in 240 Volts upon request.
The Heavy Duty Hot Knife is 10” long overall. It has a 4 3/4” long tapered varnished wooden handle which is
1.25” dia. at the front, and has a 1 1/2” long strain relief leading to a 64” long power cord. The shaft is .260”
dia. by 2 7/16” long. The tips are .375” outside diameter by 2 3/8” long. The blade portion of the Heavy Duty
Hot Knife Tip is 1/2” long. The tool operates on 115 Volts.
Two Easy Ways to Order:
Call (800) 734-8119 or purchase online at www.mmnewman.com.

About M.M. Newman Corporation
M.M. Newman Corporation is the world’s leading manufacturer of Heli-Tube® Spirally Cut Cable Wrap, a
versatile expandable plastic cable harness. Established in 1956, we offer the widest range of materials, sizes
and colors on the market today. Applications for Heli-Tube® are as varied as the product line. They range
from organizing wires, hoses and tubing to protecting high pressure hoses to decorating an endless variety of
consumer oriented products. We have a large inventory of Heli-Tube® and can ship your order immediately.
Everything revolves around you, the customer. Our manufacturing, quality control, fast and courteous service,
just-in-time (JIT) delivery programs and other innovative services are designed to make us your supplier.
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